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ABSTRACT This paper sought to determine the dominant concepts and approaches used by learners in dealing
with selected geometry problems and establish the significance of using mind webs on the overall performance of
learners. A descriptive research design, which utilised a mixed-methods approach, was adopted to elicit data from
74 high school learners. Permission to conduct the study was rendered by school principals and mathematics heads
of the participating schools. Inferential statistics and content analysis were used to analyse data. The study
established the learners’ widespread poor geometric concept formation, development and integration. Non-geometric
and mathematically incorrect approaches were dominantly used to arrive at answers. The findings also showed that
learners who presented their thinking processes on paper averagely performed better. The paper recommends ways
to improve classroom practices arguing that an omission or poor development of one learning stage will heinously
affect the proper development of all the succeeding stages.

INTRODUCTION

The lack of mathematics prerequisite skills at
tertiary level has been recognised as an issue
since the late 1970s and is known as the ‘mathe-
matics problem’ (Rylands and Coady 2009). Par-
ticipation in cross-national surveys comparing
evidence of student performance in reading lit-
eracy, mathematics and science competencies
(Divjak et al. 2010) and subsequently, every coun-
try’s ranking in achievement in such examina-
tions should be of significance to education
stakeholders of each country. The implication of
this report suggests that there is a need for the
improvement in the instructional design of math-
ematics in the public school system (White 2007
in Sriphai et al. 2011) to facilitate the students’
learning process in order to improve the results
(Sriphai et al. 2011).

The issue of ‘mathematics problem’ is a seri-
ous one even in developed countries (Wilson
and MacGillivray 2007). The desire to understand
and identify factors that may have meaningful
and consistent relationships with mathematics
achievement has been shared among national
policymakers and educators around the world
(Wagemaker 2003). Vinson (2001) argues that
effective mathematics teachers know that they
must follow the modes of learning as presented

by Bruner so that students are provided with
concrete experiences that form the basis for pic-
torial and symbolic mathematics learning.

Psychology and educational theory had a
long tradition of research in learning styles
(Cassidy 2004). There is evidence that learning
styles of each learner tend to be different, and
hence, a single mode of instructional delivery
may not provide sufficient choices, engagement,
social contact, relevance, and context needed
to facilitate successful learning and performance
(Singh 2003). One of the most enduring effects
on education had been the search for individual
differences that could explain and predict varia-
tions in student achievement (Wang and Jin
2008). The hope is that pedagogical methods
can be designed in a way that will capitalize on
different learning styles (Sriphai et al. 2011).

The strategies that will familiarize the stu-
dents with the contents of instruction, empow-
er them with sufficient level of mathematical pro-
ficiency, increase their interest and enhance their
active participation in the subject and also effi-
cacious in improving their interaction with the
environment are highly needed (Areelu and
Akinsola 2014). A typical model of good prac-
tice recognised by many Japanese educators
and teachers is the ‘problem-solving lesson’ in
the mathematics classroom (Stigler and Hiebert
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1999). The problem-solving lesson is structured
and progressed through four distinct phases,
namely, presentation of the problem, develop-
ing a solution, progress through discussion and
summarizing the lesson (Burghes and Robinson
2009).

Many teaching methods that are hotly de-
bated in the United States vary among the six
higher-achieving countries. For example, the
Netherlands uses calculators and real world
problem scenarios quite frequently. Japan does
neither. Yet both countries have high levels of
student achievement (Stigler and Hiebert 2004).
It can henceforth be concluded from the above
scenarios that mathematics achievement de-
pends more on certain approaches in the de-
velopment of learners to become high achiev-
ers. The fact that complete usage or otherwise
of calculators and real world scenarios to
achieve highly in mathematics implies that there
is more to mathematics teaching, conceptuali-
sation and application than only the presence
or absence of certain gadgets that aid mathe-
matical manipulation.

Instructional Approaches in Teaching
and Learning Geometry

Geometry is the ‘study of shapes, their rela-
tionships, and their properties’ (Bassarear
2012:463). According to Stoker (2003:11), “learn-
ing is strongly and necessarily linked to teach-
ing”. Instructional practices to develop geome-
try understanding should encompass the range
of learners’ levels in that grade. This means that
the learners require multiple and diverse activi-
ties to enable them to progress through the lev-
els of abstraction (Battista 2007). Van Hiele (1986)
states that the inability of many teachers to match
instruction with their learners’ levels of geomet-
rical understanding is a contributing factor to
their failure to promote meaningful understand-
ings in this topic.

Questions of how learners learn mathemat-
ics and how they should be taught inevitably
invoke speculation as to what constitutes an ef-
fective teaching method. Although no single
method of teaching can be said to be ‘best’ for all
learners and for all learning (McInerney and McIn-
erney 2002; Stoker 2003), it is important to listen
to pupils since there is a difference between what
one wants children to learn and what they actual-
ly take from the lessons. Understanding the stu-

dent’s mind during problem solving improves the
way a teacher gets closer to understanding his/
her pupils (Makina and Wessels 2009).

Research evidence has indicated that dis-
crepancies in the mathematics performance of
learners internationally can be explained in terms
of differences in their classroom instructional
experiences (Sullivan et al. 2009). Nieuwoudt and
van der Sandt (2003) found that Grade 7 teach-
ers and prospective teachers lacked the geome-
try content knowledge requisite for them to be
successful teachers. Thus, teachers with inade-
quate geometry content knowledge tend to ex-
acerbate the problems that learners experience
in the subject. “However, ‘specialized content
knowledge’ is content knowledge that teachers
require in order to do their work, which usually
involves a deeper level of understanding of con-
cepts, so that teachers can ‘unpack’ or under-
stand the learners’ mathematical ideas” (Brodie
and Sanni 2014:89).

The content of 3D geometry encompasses
the fundamentals of the representation system,
which in turn entails learning about projections
and manipulating models in order to be able to
represent spatial objects in a 2D plane (da Costa
2014). According to González and Herbst (2006),
geometry is the only high school subject in
which students routinely deal with the neces-
sary consequences of abstract properties and
in which students are held accountable for read-
ing, writing and understanding mathematical
proofs.

In geometry the communication of informa-
tion at different levels of reasoning of the send-
er (the teachers) and the receiver (the student)
become a major cause of misconception (Lim
2011). When the teacher operates and commu-
nicates at different levels of geometric thought
than those of the students, concepts are not
understood or acquired fully. It is necessary for
teachers to know their students’ level of geo-
metrical thought and to operate at those levels
(Luneta 2015). Most mathematics teachers in
South Africa do not have the appropriate skills,
content knowledge, as well as the pedagogical
content knowledge necessary to be effective in
a mathematics classroom. Most mathematics
teachers do not seem to have the knowledge
and instructional skills required to explain con-
cepts, but rather their teaching consists of algo-
rithms that students are instructed to follow (Cen-
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tre for Development in Education 2010; Luneta
2015).

The current paper aims to provide an insight
into the kind of geometry classroom instructional
practices that might have contributed to the
learners’ levels of geometric understanding in
the selected studied South African high schools.
This was prompted by the view that South Afri-
can learners who have completed primary school
should have reached Van Hiele’s (1986) thinking
level two (Feza and Webb 2005), that is, they
should be “able to describe and represent the
characteristics and relationships between 2D
shapes and 3D objects in a variety of orienta-
tions” (Department of Education 2002: 6). This is
based on the fact that as the learning process
follows several stages, an omission or poor de-
velopment of one stage will heinously affect the
proper development of all the succeeding stages.

Visualization Techniques Enhancing
Traditional Teaching Methods

There are various teaching theories includ-
ing constructivist teaching, existentialism and
multiple intelligences theory. According to
Moore et al. (2002), an understanding of educa-
tional theories can provide a common vocabu-
lary for discussions about teaching, clarify the
intent of instructional techniques, stimulate think-
ing, and enliven the daily experience of teaching.
All these theories inform teaching strategies and
have their merits and demerits but expanding on
that subject is beyond the scope of this paper. In
response to that, recent researches have estab-
lished numerous visualization and non-visualiza-
tion techniques that enhance learning.

There are countless visualization techniques
for ideas mapping that use graphics for items,
concepts, and arrows to indicate relationships
such as mind mapping, cognitive mapping, con-
ceptual diagram, visual metaphor, dialog map-
ping, semantic mappings and clustering (Âhl-
berg 2004; Eppler 2006). Although these learn-
ing strategies may differ in efficacy and applica-
bility, they are all based on a conceptual frame-
work called the constructivist theory of learn-
ing, which states that meaningful learning, or
learning with understanding, occurs when adult
learners assimilate new information within their
existing frameworks (Bodner 1986 in D’Antoni
et al. 2010). In the ensuing section, the research-
ers briefly describe the two prominent visualiza-

tion techniques widely used in education, that
is, mind maps and concept maps, then finally
contextualize mind webs within that continuum.

Relevance of Mind Maps in Learning
Mathematics

Brinkmann (2003a) draws attention to the
similarities between the structure of mind maps
and the structure of mathematics. Both are de-
picted in a tree-like structure and this emphasiz-
es the usefulness of mathematical issues as top-
ics for mind maps. Several uses were identified
for mind maps in mathematics education includ-
ing organizing information, as a memory aid, to
foster creativity and show connections between
mathematics and non-mathematical concepts. In
one study, Brinkmann (2003b) established that
the tool was especially beneficial for students
who were not good in mathematics as it is
through creating a map that they first see con-
nections between mathematical concepts.

Different from mind map, mind mapping
means the technique for visualizing these rela-
tionships among different concepts has distinc-
tive features over concept mapping in terms of
its colors and free form. By using such pictorial
and graphical design flourishes, mind mapping
can make learning and teaching more vivid and
thus can promote memory retention as well as
enhance the motivation of the learners. Mind
mapping thus promotes creative thinking, and
encourages “brainstorming” (Liu et al. 2014).
When it comes to free form and unconstrained
structure of mind mapping, Martin (2011) be-
lieves that if so, there are no limits on the ideas
and links that can be made, and there is no ne-
cessity to retain an ideal structure or format.

Mind maps and concept maps have a hierar-
chical structure and are produced following con-
ventions (Novak 1990; Buzan 1993; Brinkmann
2003a). For mind mapping, these involve plac-
ing the topic in the center of the page or screen.
Primary branches are drawn for each major idea
linked to the topic. Keywords indicating the
major ideas are written directly onto the links.
From the primary branches further sub-branch-
es for secondary ideas (subtopics) are drawn.
The principle is that ideas should move from the
abstract to the concrete. In mind mapping, each
main branch builds up a unit with its sub-branch-
es. For the sake of simplicity, connections be-
tween sub-branches of different main branches
are not drawn (Brinkman 2003a).
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Mind maps can be used as a teaching tool to
promote critical thinking (McDermott and Clar-
ke 1998). The ability to integrate information by
finding valid relationships between concepts
allows students who construct either mind maps
or concept maps to reach a metacognitive level
(Willingham 2007). Mind maps can facilitate
learning in a variety of ways. Goodnough and
Woods (2002) discovered that partakers in their
study perceived mind mapping as a fun, inter-
esting and motivating approach to learning. Sev-
eral of these participants attributed the fun as-
pect to the opportunity to be creative when cre-
ating mind maps through lots of choice in color,
symbols, keywords and design. Research by
D’Antoni and Zipp (2005) found that, from a
pool of 14 physical therapy students, 10 agreed
that the mind map technique enabled them to
better organize and integrate the material pre-
sented in their course.

For the reason that mind maps enable the
learning and learning environments to be more
effective since mind maps may enable the lobes
responsible for the different activities of the
brain to operate simultaneously (Seyihoglu
2013), the special technique of mind mapping,
which uses both sides of the brain and has them
working together, is of benefit to mathematical
thinking. The left hemisphere of the brain is bet-
ter suited for analytic deduction and arithmetic,
and the right hemisphere for spatial tasks, such
as geometry. The constant emphasis in mathe-
matical education is on rules and algorithms,
which are usually sequential, and may prevent
the development of creativity and spatial ability
(Pehkonen 1997). A study by Toi (2009) shows
that mind mapping can help children recall words
more effectively than using lists, with improve-
ments in memory of up to thirty-two percent.
Similarly, according to a study conducted by
Farrand et al. (2002), mind mapping improved
the long-term memory of factual information in
their participants by ten percent.

Relevance of Concept Maps in Learning
Mathematics

Mathematics educators have long used pa-
per and pencil tests as tools to assess learning.
However, the need for a better way to represent
the learners’ conceptual understanding has led
to the development of concept maps as an alter-
native assessment tool (Novak and Cañas 2006).

The various developments currently underway
should all help bring one closer to the time when
educational practice will rely chiefly on empiri-
cal evidence rather than a combination of tradi-
tion and fads (Rohrer and Pashler 2007). Con-
cept maps provide the student with a different
means of demonstrating understanding, and the
assessor with an additional opportunity to wit-
ness how the student connects ideas and groups
or organizes information. In other words, con-
cept maps effectively reveal the overall integrat-
ed knowledge of the learner (Varghese 2009).
The definition for concept maps is given by
Novak and Cañas (2006:1) as follows.

Concept maps are graphical tools for orga-
nizing and representing knowledge. They in-
clude concepts, usually enclosed in or boxes of
some type, and relationships between concepts
indicated by a connecting line linking two con-
cepts. Words on the line, referred to as linking
words or linking phrases, specify the relation-
ship between the two concepts. The result of
linking two concepts is a proposition […] Prop-
ositions are statements about some object or
event […] Propositions contain two or more
concepts connected using linking words or
phrases to form a meaningful statement.

Concept maps are diagrams that represent
relationships among concepts and concept map-
ping is a tool that visually displays the knowl-
edge structure of given topics and the connec-
tions between these structures (Tuan and Thuan
2011). Traditional concept maps include labeled
concepts, directional arrows, linking words, lines
suggesting hierarchical relationships, graphic
representation of concepts and propositions
conveying relationship among different con-
cepts (Wheeldon and Faubert 2009).

Âhlberg (2004) strongly supports the view
that there is no need to follow some unneces-
sarily complex rules in Novak’s standards and
proposed some elements of an improved meth-
od of concept mapping. For instance, he sug-
gested that many words can be included in a
concept label instead of short verbal labels, that
it is not only when links are horizontal or are
read upwards that arrows are used but all links
between concepts have arrowheads to show in
which direction the connection from one con-
cept to another is to be read, that multimedia
resources can be inserted to concept maps, and
numbers may be included to clarify the order in
which the propositions should be read, and so
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on. Âhlberg’s (2008) view is that although hier-
archies are natural ways of presenting human
knowledge, there is need to consider how con-
cepts are linked to each other in one’s thinking.

In terms of simplicity, spontaneity and speed
in creating the resulting map, concept maps are
more complex, free form with various clusters so
they take longer to develop whereas mind maps
are simpler, fix on a single conceptual center and
faster to create. This comes down to the point
that concept maps have web representation while
mind maps have a radiant structure. In terms of
emphasis, concept maps focus on the “clarity of
display and making explicit the relationship be-
tween ideas” by employing occasional icons
whereas the “artistic layout” with the maximum
use of attractive, colorful pictures, shapes, images
and so on, is what mind maps stress (Brightman
2003: 8).

Contextualizing Mind Webs as Mathematics
Learning Tools

According to Tuan and Thuan (2011), con-
cept maps express relationships of multiple con-
cepts both in a hierarchical manner and network
representation by using arrows, whereas mind
maps are restricted to radiant or tree structures
with one central node in the center and many
branches emanating from the center. As a result,
a mind map has only one main concept and it
reflects what you think about a single topic, while
a concept map may have a set of concepts to
present a system view. According to Âhlberg
and Ahoranta (2002:119), “a concept map is an
accurate representation of the main features of
cognitive structure, while the mind map is an
ordered association map open to multiple inter-
pretations because a concept map presents ideas
accurately not just hints as in mind map”. Mind
webs, therefore, are a variant to mind maps and
concept maps. They may be in the form of a plan
involving first, writing the steps/stages to be
followed in answering a given question then
coming up with the diagrammatic view of the
modifiable steps during working, and finally an-
swering the question guided by steps or dia-
gram presented earlier. The researchers’ view of
mind webs is that they are an infusion of mind
maps and concept maps as they are multidirec-
tional tools that have the radial structure of mind
maps in which the main concept is centrally po-
sitioned with nodes radiating from the center.
However, unlike a concept map with a major top-
ic/concept at the top, mind webs have instead

several concepts surrounding the main topic/
concept, which are linked in a web structure form
like a concept map bordered by broad integrat-
ing learning topics. They are relevant in answer-
ing a formative or summative assessment ques-
tion and involve rigor in bringing about the in-
terconnectivity of the numerous interlinked con-
cepts involved in arriving at the correct answer.
Commonly, mind maps, concept maps and mind
webs are all tools intended to simplify teaching
and learning in a different manner to traditional
classroom practice.

Statement of the Problem

Mathematics teaching and learning is one of
the most excruciating activities in classrooms
worldwide. This emanates from the fact that the
subject is partly involving and demands a sig-
nificant amount of time and effort to master it.
As such, there is need to deviate from tradition-
al teaching methods and find alternative moti-
vating ways of teaching mathematics that en-
hance its understanding. This paper, therefore,
focused on how the use of mind webs may im-
prove mathematics teaching while dealing with
multiple-concept geometry problems.

Purpose of the Study

The study sought to determine the impact of
using mind webs and measure that against the
traditional classroom teaching practices. Stigler
and Hiebert (2004) contend that if one wants to
improve student learning, one must find a way
to improve teaching in the average classroom.
Even slight improvements in the average class-
room can positively affect millions of students.

The research questions to be answered were:
1. What are the dominant concepts and ap-

proaches used by learners in dealing with
selected multiple-concept geometry prob-
lems?

2. To what extent can mind webs be relevant
to deal with selected multiple-concept ge-
ometry problems?

Research Objectives

The paper sought to ascertain the dominant
concepts and approaches used by learners in
dealing with selected multiple-concept geome-
try problems as well as determining the extent to
which mind webs could be relevant in dealing
with such geometry problems.
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Theoretical Framework

This paper is premised on principles advo-
cating for the provision of the kind of educa-
tion, which promotes what Jacobs et al. (2007)
call ‘relational thinking’. According to Jacobs et
al. (2007), thinking relationally is different from
applying a collection of tricks or memorizing a
set of mathematical properties. It is a way of
reasoning that is not linked to particular proce-
dures or number combinations, and children who
think relationally identify number relations and
reason about which transformations make sense
in a particular problem. This is also in line with
Harel and Tall’s (1991) ‘necessity principle’. Ac-
cording to Harel and Tall (1991:41):

This principle states that the subject matter
has to be presented in such a way that learners
can see its necessity. For if students do not see
the rational for an idea (for example, a defini-
tion of an operation, or a symbolization for a
concept), the idea would seem to them as being
evoked arbitrarily, and it does not become a
concept of the students.

This study was an action-based research
activity in which towards the end of the pro-
gram, the investigated sample and the control
group were examined using a single investiga-
tive assessment task that was administered to
help establish the impact of the program on the
group. Denzin and Lincoln (1998) assert that
action research comprises research initiated by
teachers or other education practitioners, con-
ducted within the environment of the practitio-
ner, typically small-scale, and highly contextual-
ly based. Such studies are commonly concerned
with pragmatic outcomes such as improving
learning, gaining a deeper understanding of
classroom practice or situated learning (Keeves
1998). It was a type of action research in which
the first researcher served as the teacher of
record for the investigated learners. The first
researcher had been dealing with this sample
group for nine months as a teacher-researcher
on this paper.

RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY

Research Design

This paper adopted a descriptive research
design within a mixed-methods approach to as-
sess the significance of using mind webs in en-

hancing learners’ understanding of concepts in
answering multiple-concept geometric questions.
The effect of the mind web development teach-
ing style was assessed on the overall compara-
tive performance of the learners in mathematics.

Participants

Seventy-four participants took part in this
study. The experimental group comprised 20
Grade 11 learners taught by the teacher-research-
er at one school. Experimental participants were
a mixed-ability group dominated by average to
below average learners in mathematics. The con-
trol group constituted 44 Grade 11 and 10 Grade
12 learners from five other schools that partici-
pated in the final cross-comparative assessment.

Instrument

A single question administered in the final
summative assessment that solicited for quanti-
tative and qualitative data was used to collect
data. Makina and Wessels (2009) argue that sum-
mative assessments are used to make a determi-
nation about overall learning that has been
achieved. Qualitative data was gathered from
the part of the question in which learners were
to develop the mind web or illustrate the steps
they were to take to deal with each part ques-
tion. Quantitative data was gathered from the
actual and marked working done by learners on
their scripts. The task was presented thus: Re-
ferring to Figure 1.

Step 1: Develop a mind web or illustrate
the steps you would take to deal with each part
question.

Step 2: Show the working (applying and
modifying your mind web or illustrated steps
where necessary) to arrive at your answer.

Fig. 1. Summative assessment instrument question
Source: Kariyana 2015
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If O is the origin and ABCD is a square:
(a) Find the perimeter, surface area and

volume of the right-angled triangular prism
OABCDE.

(b) Determine the coordinates of each ver-
tex of OABCDE. Hence or otherwise, sketch
OABCDE on the graph paper provided. Use a
scale of 2 cm to 2 units.

Reliability and Validity

To ensure reliability, Cronbach’s alpha coef-
ficient was utilised while a pilot study was em-
ployed to ensure validity of the question. The
calculated difficulty index (p) was 0.61 and the
discrimination index (D) was 0.27, reflecting that
it was a moderately difficulty question that had
desirable discrimination ability (Kubiszyn and
Borich 2007). It was hence adopted as it was.

Data Analysis

Inferential statistics was used to analyse
quantitative data while content analysis was
used to analyse qualitative data.

Ethical Considerations

In written form, communication was made to
all the Grade 11 learners, teachers and the school
management team (SMT) of the launch of such
a program at the teacher-researcher’s school, as
well as to principals, mathematics heads of de-
partment and learners of the rest of the partici-
pating schools. All rendered permission to con-
duct the study.

A Factor Worth Considering

The most significant factor to consider in
this study is that this assessment task was the
last and only Section C question worth 20 marks
in Round 2 of the Olympiad-type assessment of
a mathematics inter-school competition orga-
nized and coordinated by the first researcher.
Unlike other Olympiad assessments, the thrust
was that learners were to show working in this
and other parts selected. The examination paper
was administered by the contact persons identi-
fied in all participating schools on the same day.
All participants had passed Round 1. In the 100
marks examination answered within one and a
half hours, learners might have failed to find

enough time to focus on the problem. It was
administered without prior warning to all partic-
ipants as the intention was to get the most accu-
rate possible results. The following results
emerged.

RESULTS

The next section presents findings of the
study in relation to the research questions.

Dominant Concepts and Approaches Used by
Learners in Dealing with Selected Geometry
Problems

The first question was intended to evoke the
learners’ understanding of measurement con-
cepts while the second question was targeted at
evoking the learners’ knowledge about geomet-
ric concepts. The ability to integrate these two
was critical for successfully getting to the cor-
rect answers. Table 1 summarizes the concepts
and approaches mostly employed by learners in
dealing with the given geometry problem.

Table 1 depicts that there were significant
differences in responses between the experimen-
tal group and the control group. It emerged that
most respondents from the experimental group
demonstrated better reasoning skills and order-
ly presentation of work was observable com-
pared to their counterparts. Experimental respon-
dents also showed an edge over their counter-
parts in their application of geometric and mea-
surement concepts to solve the problem.

Data also shows that there was higher con-
sistency among the experimental group of men-
tioning the concepts such as the Pythagoras
Theorem, formulae of 2D and 3D figures and the
concept of gradient, compared to their counter-
parts. The approach by most respondents after
failing to identify the concepts was to utilize the
unmentioned concepts. Deviations were signif-
icantly higher for the control group regarding
these two aspects. Ninety percent of experimen-
tal participants mentioned and utilized formulae
for perimeters and areas of 2D figures while 66.7
percent of the control group utilized this con-
cept, which was mentioned by fifty percent. A
similar but weak trend emerged regarding sur-
face area and volume.

Most participants in Table 1 faced difficul-
ties to understand the coordinate system and
scale, and hence could not identify coordinates
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of the principal vertices, O, A and B, with control
group learners significantly struggling on that
aspect. Calculating mAB and mBC were challeng-
ing tasks for close to an average of seventy-
nine percent of the participants, with control
group learners dominating. Coordinates of C, D
and E were only correctly identified by 4.1 per-
cent (N=3) of the learners from the experimental
group. By trial and error and without any math-
ematical evidence, 10.8 percent (N=8) got the
correct coordinates of C, D and E. Figure OAB-
CDE was successfully sketched in the Cartesian
plane by only 5.4 percent (N=4) out of which
one was from the control group.

Significance of Mind Webs in Dealing with
Selected Multiple-Concept Geometry Problems

In general, the majority of learners especial-
ly from the control group found it more chal-
lenging to come up with logical steps or mind
webs. On average, sixty-five percent and ninety
percent respectively, could not present any log-
ical steps and mind webs. However, sixty per-
cent (N=12) of the experimental learners came
up with more coherent steps while twenty per-
cent came up with (less detailed) mind webs,
which some of them utilized as they worked
along. There was a higher competence of con-

cept integration by a few learners in the experi-
mental group.

It also emerged that most learners could not
utilize knowledge of the properties of various
geometric figures in their pursuits to come up
with answers. Most of them relied on non-geo-
metric and mathematically incorrect methods to
arrive at answers. For instance, one control
group learner expressed that:

To get surface area, multiply the length of
the base of the right-angled triangle and the
height of the triangle, and then add the prod-
uct of the prism.

That is, Surface Area = bh + ph = 4x3 + 22
x 3 = 12 + 60 = 80u2

To get volume, multiply the length of the
base with the height of the triangle. Multiply
their product with the height of the prism. Then
multiply the product of all sides by half:

It is evident from the above presentation that
such a learner is completely without knowledge
and understanding of  generally surface area or
particularly how to get surface area of a triangu-
lar prism. However, the learner is aware of the
volume formulae but faced the challenge of in-
correct substitution of the dimension H, render-

Table 1: Dominant concepts and approaches used by learners in dealing with the given geometry
problem (N=74)

Process variable Experimental group              Control group
           (N=20)          (N=54)

      Yes         No               Yes     No

 F      %  F %  F      %  F     %

Mention of Pythagoras Theorem 17 85.0 3 15.0 12 22.2 42 77.8
Utilisation of Pythagoras Theorem 19 95.0 1 5.0 25 46.3 29 53.7
Mention of correct formulae of perimeters and areas 18 90.0 2 10.0 27 50.0 27 50.0
of figures
Utilisation of perimeter and area concepts 18 90.0 2 10.0 36 66.7 18 33.3
Mention of correct formulae of surface area and volume 14 70.0 6 30.0 5 9.3 49 90.7
Utilisation of surface area and volume concepts 18 90.0 2 10.0 12 22.2 42 77.8
Justified identification of coordinates of O, A and B 12 60.0 8 40.0 12 22.2 42 77.8
Mention and use of gradient method to find mAB 8 40.0 12 60.0 7 13.0 47 87.0
Correct identification of mBC 6 30.0 14 70.0 1 1.9 53 98.1
Correct use of gradients and properties of OABCDE to 3 15.0 17 85.0 0 0.0 54 100.0
  find coordinates of C, D and E
Establishment of (generally) a mind web 4 20.0 16 80.0 0 0.0 54 100.0
Correct use of trial and error method (no working) 4 20.0 16 80.0 4 7.4 50 92.6
Correct use of the vertices established earlier to sketch 3 15.0 17 85.0 1 1.9 53 98.1
  OABCDE
Understanding of scale 6 30.0 14 70.0 4 7.4 50 92.6
Correct order of naming figure after sketching 7 35.0 13 65.0 5 9.3 49 90.7

Therefore, V = =Hbh.
2
1

=× 3).34(
2
1

=3).12(
2
1 318u
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ing the succeeding answer to be wrong. For both
cases, incorrect statements were associated with
incorrect formulae, working or answers.

Another common finding was the poor in-
terpretation of gradient itself. At least fifty per-
cent of the participants who correctly obtained
mBC as       incorrectly concluded that the gradi-
ent was synonymous with the    relation, and
thus translated the original points in reverse or-
der by 4 units horizontally along the x-axis and 3
units vertically along the y-axis. The resultant
coordinates for E (4;3) therefore rendered coor-
dinates for D and C incorrect.

The majority of the respondents demonstrat-
ed poor understanding of the association be-
tween gradient and translation. One experimen-
tal learner categorically showed that comprehen-
sion and utilized it in finding all the coordinates
of the other three ‘tricky’ vertices, C, D and E.
Each step had the associated working immedi-
ately shown as follows:

a (1) I would start by using the Pythagoras
Theorem to find the unknown sides.

Hyp2 = Adj2 + Opp2

AB2 = OA2 + OB2

AB2 = 42 + 32

Therefore, AB =  √25= 5 units.
a (2) Since ABCD is a square, all sides are

5 units and since the two triangles are congru-
ent they have the same lengths. To find the pe-
rimeter you add all the sides.

Therefore, Perimeter OABCDE = 4 + 3 + 5
+ 5 + 5 + 5 + 3 + 5 = 39u.

a (3) Now to get the surface area you add
the areas of all the 2D shapes that make up this
3D shape.

Therefore, Area ΔOAB=    bh=    .4.3=6u x2Δs= 12u2

Area      ABCD = s2 = 52 = 25u2

Area        OADE = lb = 5.4 = 20u2

Area        OBCE = lb = 3.4 = 15u2

Therefore, Surface Area OABCDE = (12 +
25 + 20 + 15)u2 =72u2

a (4) Now to get the volume, we use the for-
mula V =    bH = 6u2 .5u = 30u3

b) Since O is the origin, then O(0;0) A is 4
units horizontally right along the x- axis, therefore
its coordinates are A(4;0), and B is vertically up-
wards along the y- axis, therefore coordinates are
B(0;3). Now to get the coordinates of C we use the
gradient method. Understanding the relationship
that BC ⊥BA, then  mBC . mBA  = -1. Hence,

Parallel lines have the same gradient,      there-
fore, a line parallel to BC has gradient hence if
O(0;0), using               then
equating gives yE = 4 and xE = 3, hence point E
has coordinates E(3;4).

Therefore, using properties of rectangles
and transformation geometry, coordinates of:

C(B(0;3) + (3;4)) = C(3;7) and
D(E(3;4) + (4;0)) = D(7;4)
Figure 2 was the above experimental learn-

er’s graphical solution.

Fig. 2. Experimental learner’s graphical solution

DISCUSSION

It emerged from the study that the majority
of the control group learners demonstrated sig-
nificant incompetence in their ability to first
present written steps or present a mind web then
utilize the presented steps or mind web in their
working. Nevertheless, most could neither men-
tion nor employ the correct steps towards get-
ting to the answers. In a separate study, Brink-
mann (2003a) concludes that both mind map-
ping and concept mapping may be effective tools
to improve mathematics achievement. Teachers
would need to decide which of the two methods
they would want to use depending on the out-
comes they want to achieve.
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Underperformance by the majority of learn-
ers could also imply that teachers were using
teaching methods that do not promote under-
standing of the basic and important mathemati-
cal definitions and concepts. Teachers should
be able to provide appropriate material taking
cognizance of the cognitive levels of the learn-
ers they would be dealing with. This is consis-
tent with Vinson’s (2001) argument that using
appropriate and concrete instructional materials
is necessary to ensure that children understand
mathematical concepts. Instructional practices
to develop geometry understanding should en-
compass the range of learners’ levels in that
Grade. This means that the learners require mul-
tiple and diverse activities to enable them to
progress through the levels of abstraction (Bat-
tista 2007).

Data also indicated that while most learners
were not able to present their work in the form of
a mind web or as written steps, there were high-
er tendencies to utilize the unmentioned con-
cepts. However, it was revealed that learners who
had presented their work in the form of mind
webs or as written steps performed better. Twen-
ty-one percent reasonably referred to their writ-
ten steps or mind webs during their working.
This is in sync with Brinkmann’s (2003b) view
that mind mapping assists mathematical think-
ing, helps students organize their knowledge and
makes their knowledge structure visible. Mind
mapping also fosters creativity, which has a pos-
itive effect on mathematical achievement.

In finding the hypotenuse (H) AB, it also
emerged that no learner from the two groups
was in a position to utilize or relate concepts of
the equation of a circle with the Pythagoras The-
orem , congruency and transformation geome-
try. With OA as x = 4 and AX as y = 3, using 42+
32 = r2, the radius (r), say OX of a circle with
center O(0;0) is 5u. It was important to under-
stand that in  the radius (r) is equal to the hypot-
enuse (H). Alternatively, with OA as x = 4 and
AX as y = 3, detaching and superimposing in
the Cartesian plane, then reflect it along the line
x = 2 onto its image, say , one would then con-
clude that OX (r) = AB (H) = 5u and Â = 900. This
possible shortfall by teachers to emphasize such
aspects corroborates Brodie and Sanni’s
(2014:89) argument that teachers require ‘spe-
cialized content knowledge’ in order to do their
work, which usually involves a deeper level of
understanding of concepts, so that teachers can

‘unpack’ or understand learners’ mathematical
ideas.

Teaching learners to think beyond the obvi-
ous and in an abstract manner has the effect of
enhancing positive attitudes towards learning
and promotes better achievement in the subject.
According to Stoker (2003:11), “learning is
strongly and necessarily linked to teaching”.
This is supported by Van Hiele (1986) who states
that the inability of many teachers to match in-
struction with their learners’ levels of geometri-
cal understanding is a contributing factor to their
failure to promote meaningful understandings
in this topic.

Teacher training colleges of mathematics and
all subjects should promote the understanding
of pedagogy so as to improve mathematics
achievement in schools. Teachers should be
trained to use creative and high quality instruc-
tional methods that train learners to understand,
utilize and relate the various geometric concepts.
This should be a normal classroom practice.
Borko (2004) contends that the literature on
teacher development argues strongly that pro-
fessional development experiences need to be
strongly related to the classroom. Similarly, Ka-
zemi and Hubbard (2008) maintain that what
teachers learn in professional development pro-
grams and what they learn in their practice inter-
act and co-evolve both to further develop their
knowledge of mathematics and of teaching and
to produce knowledge that is useful in practice.

CONCLUSION

The study concludes that the majority of
learners taught through traditional methods
have poor geometric concept formation and de-
velopment as was indicated by their various
poor approaches to the different sections of the
questions compared to their counterparts. Thus,
classroom practice had little emphasis on teach-
ing and learning for geometric mastery.

Most learners exhibited poor time-manage-
ment skills as evidenced sometimes by their
rushed and poorly presented work. Teachers
possibly did not put thrust on teaching leaners
how to manage time during attempting given
tasks.

Application of presumed geometric knowl-
edge was not widespread among the partici-
pants. Most learners struggled to get the an-
swers correct, as they could not manage to iden-
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tify the integrating topics correctly. Linking mea-
surement concepts to geometric concepts was a
challenge for most learners. There were a few
instances where learners could systematically
and logically identify the concepts as they were
to be developed in answering the questions.

Most learners could not come up with co-
herent mind webs despite that the phrase ‘mind
webs’ consists of the English terms ‘mind’ and
‘webs’. Thus integrating basically English and
Art was also not applied in an effort to come up
with general mind webs.

Current teaching methods promote poor re-
tention, which is a factor with direct and nega-
tive effects on learners’ potential to achieve bet-
ter in mathematics. Teaching learners to deal with
more abstract problems demands the lacking
higher cognitive development approaches.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Great emphasis on grasping basic mathemati-
cal concepts is fundamental in promoting high
success rates in the subject. It should be point-
ed out that it is only through a clear understand-
ing of the basics of a subject and full compre-
hension and application of pertinent concepts
that one may be able to deduce meanings to
most of the difficult and higher cognitive rea-
soning questions. Such an understanding will

go a long way in aiding learners to get the grip
of this very abstract subject.

Most learners do not avail themselves to the
rigorous approaches and the reasoning required
of mathematics. As most adopt the ‘reluctant’
approach when attempting mathematical prob-
lems, learners ought to individually apply rea-
sonable effort and integrate other subjects with
their learning in mathematics by implementing
the minimum standards of self-regulation and
motivation.

As teachers teach and as learners learn,
choosing approaches that promote deep under-
standing of taught concepts ought to be part of
the daily endeavors to raise performance. Math
teachers should find different and interesting
approaches to spice the traditional teaching
methods of this abstract but important subject.

Government education and school authori-
ties also need to recognize, credit and promote
teachers who take initiatives and support them
as far as they could bearing in mind that there
are spillover effects to national development.
Also, teaching time-management skills in deal-
ing with given tasks should be promoted across
curriculum subjects in schools.

Teachers are encouraged to try using the
mind web teaching approach as it helps ascer-
tain whether learners can present their ideas
before answering. The approach also improves

Fig. 3. Kariyana and Sonn (2015) Geometric Problem Mind Web
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the command of learners’ communication skills
and understanding as well as utilization of math-
ematical terminology. Figure 3 is the research-
ers’ proposed geometric problem mind web. It
should be noted that mind webs differ depend-
ing on one’s understanding of the question or
topic.

According to Figure 3, geometric problems
can be dealt with using geometric laws and con-
cepts and/or measurement concepts. Teachers
should teach learners to relate 2D and 3D
figure(s) and consequently establishing their
respective properties and formulae. Learners
should be able to employ measurement concepts
and/or apply the Pythagoras Theorem and gra-
dient concepts to determine unknown lengths
and angles. Alternatively, geometric laws and
concepts may be utilized in relation to the prop-
erties of given geometric figures. Understand-
ing the Cartesian plane and the coordinate sys-
tem is also imperative. Recognizing that parallel
and perpendicular lines, their meaning/definition,
examples, drawing, significance, shapes, prop-
erties and so on, are mainly measurement prop-
erties, and the ability to apply that in geometry
in calculating gradient, linking with known mea-
surement concepts is crucial. Understanding
congruency might also be an important aspect
to help get the coordinates. It is impossible to
separate these two integrated topics if signifi-
cant understanding for dealing with related mul-
tiple-concept, higher-order geometry problems
is expected from learners.

The researchers argue that compromised
concept formation tends to compromise concept
development and hence integration, therefore,
teachers ought to consider integrating their math-
ematics lessons with this approach in attempts
to improve and spice classroom effectiveness
and overall mathematics attainment.
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